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ACROSS
1 Southeastern sch. in

the "Research
Triangle"

4 Ancient European
region that sounds
impudent?

8 Took like a sucker
13 One to travel with,

often
14 Name in the title of

two Tony-winning
musicals

16 "Do you have an
explanation?"

17 Broadway show with
the songs "Horton
Sits on the Egg" and
"The One Feather
Tail of Miss Gertrude
McFuzz"

19 Data carriers
20 Just barely before

the top
21 Blind Melon singer

Shannon _____
23 Hangout for a jam

with the band,
slangily

24 Site of an
eponymous cove
well known for its
population of
California sea lions

26 Difficulties, literally
"knots" in Latin

28 "Gah, that was
dumb"

29 Big thing resulting
from a small
negative, for short?

31 Its ads once
featured people
falling backward
into a pool

35 Iconoclast
38 "Big fan"
41 Southern American

meal of a protein
with multiple sides

42 Avoids impending
trouble, say

43 A bunch of singles
together may affect
it

44 One with smart
answers?

48 First of a children's
literary trio

50 They're related
many times over

52 Indicator of
dawning

55 Something to shrink
in

57 Precious one taking
a bow?

58 Fit with brute
strength

60 What may take a
while to hit you

62 It flares out at the
bottom

63 Heartbeat
64 "Orbite" units
65 Opposite of "Hold

it"
66 They're associated

with checks and
balances

67 Basketball Hall of
Fame inductee the
same year as Sheryl
Swoopes and Shaq

DOWN
1 Got to take the

upgrade, say
2 Arm-raising,

hip-swaying dance
craze

3 Board game spinoff
one of whose
versions aims to find
who stole a cake

4 Spanish-born hoops
star who was the
first non-American
to win NBA Rookie
of the Year (2002)

5 He grew up to say
"No... I am your
father", informally

6 The same
7 Chinese dynasty

whose name differs
from a foreign
greeting by only its
first letter

8 "So precious!"
9 "So cool!"

10 Her first line is
"There was no
possibility of taking
a walk that day"

11 Manual listing

12 Like Tiffany, to many
15 First name criticized

by the online
collective TSLAQ

18 "Don't interrupt!"
22 More populated
25 Catches, often

indirectly
27 Vehicle brand at the

heart of the "right
to repair" debate

30 Island whose gulf, in
1944, saw one of the
largest naval battles
in history

32 Staggering
accomplishment

33 "Can guilt like man's
be _____ forgiven?"
(Lord Byron)

34 Old creature
feature?

36 "The city that keeps
the roof blazin'", in
a 1998 hit

37 Path taken by an
electron in a famed
quantum physicist's
model

38 Exchange of little
faces, maybe

39 Post-WWII nuclear
regulatory org.

40 Its lines eventually
lead to war: Abbr.

45 "Not exactly right,
but... not wrong"

46 It may be blinding
when it gets
detached

47 "Are you telling me
the truth?"

49 End of a kite flying
session, maybe

51 They often get
shadows first in
bucolic sunsets

52 Word with
argument or care

53 Soldier who is the
official state hero of
Connecticut

54 Black out, say
56 Highlighter of

angels
59 Liberal or

conservative starter
61 Occasional noir

shower


